NEW HD SNG VAN FROM PROKAM USES FIVE PANASONIC
CAMERAS
At sporting or other live events, as well as for news reporting, the equipment used in SNG vans must be just right
for the job. Production teams need both versatility and quality to enable them to react quickly to spontaneous
changes whilst at the same time meet the highest quality standards. This is why the German-based film and
video recording company PROKAM selected a Panasonic solution based on five AK-HC3500 high-definition camera
production units.

SNG vehicles are used in many dynamic
environments. At sports and other live events
and for news reporting, they need to fulfil the
most stringent requirements for image quality
and versatility, making the AK-HC3500 camera
system the optimum choice.
New SNG van for HD filming
The German company PROKAM Film- und Videoaufnahme
GmbH was founded in 1985 and has offices in Cologne, Berlin
and Hamburg. It produces extensive reports and news
programmes for multiple television channels. PROKAM
awarded Mediatec GmbH a contract to build a new SNG van
to support HD recording and broadcasts for the first time. As
the new vehicle was the company's first foray into HD,
special attention was paid during the evaluation phase.
After thorough testing, PROKAM decided on the Panasonic
AK-HC3500 camera system. The five HD camera production
units form the heart of the new HD-1 outside broadcast van.
Within the vehicle, the Panasonic solution is complemented
by accessories such as the AK-HCU3550 CCUs and the AKHRP935 remote operation panels.

Unique Features

Excellent Image Quality

During the evaluation, the AK-HC3500 won out over
competition due to its excellent quality and outstanding
value for money. Alongside the superb image quality and
good noise performance, the camera's numerous additional
features were the main reasons for the team's decision to
choose the Panasonic solution. For example, the camera can
be used at a distance with the Panasonic AK-HRP935 Remote
Operation Panel and the CCU can also be configured using
the web interface that comes with the camera. All adding
additional value. "It even includes motor-driven colour and
ND filters, which other cameras in this category don't have,"
says Ulrich Mau, managing director of Mediatec.

The AK-HC3500 studio camera is equipped with three 2/3type IT-CCDs with 2.2 megapixels (1920x1080). The 14-bit
A/D converter (per channel) and internal 38-bit digital signal
processing LSI deliver outstanding image quality. The AKHC3500 generates high-quality HD images even in low light
conditions. The camera's high level of sensitivity (F11 at
2000 lx) and low signal-to-noise ratio (S/N 60dB) make it
perfect for fast filming and settings.

The four return paths, two teleprompter channels and two
independent intercom paths to the camera head demonstrate
the camera's versatility and range of uses. The outside
broadcast van also includes the Panasonic AK-HCU3550
camera control unit, which supports both HD and SD video
signal outputs. Users can transmit serial data signals via the
optical fibre cable, enabling them to control the pan and tilt
head - a feature that is absolutely unique in this price
category.
In addition, users can attach large studio lenses to the
camera. "Other models in this price category have
significantly fewer features," says Ulrich Mau from
Mediatec. "In fact, these specifications are usually only
available with real broadcast cameras - but they can easily
cost several times more than this one."
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"For us, good image quality is naturally very important and a
prerequisite," says Friedhelm Hauschild from PROKAM.
"However, the really decisive factors that led to us selecting
the Panasonic camera were the multiple additional features
available. The remote control, the numerous return
channels, and the fact that we can attach large studio lenses
enable us to use the camera in a variety of different ways."

